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Earlier research (6, 13, 19) has clearly established 
that most halogens, such as iodine and iodine monochloride, 
form a weak chemical association or interaction with certain 
solvents. When this weak interaction occurs, a difference 
in the color of these solutions is often apparent. The term 
molecular complex as used by Andrews (l} was employed to 
describe these relatively weak addition products. 'l'his term 
molecular complex implied best that the force of bond 
between the halogen molecules and the solvent molecules in 
most cases are feeble. In fact the halogen molecular 
complexes can only be detected in many cases by observing 
physical changes while the complexes exist in equilibrium 
within the solution. 
When iodine forms molecular complexes with the 
solvent, the solution is brown or nonviolet. Hence the term, 
"brown" or 11nonviolet 11 solvent, are used to include the 
class of solvent in which molecular complexes occurred. 
The aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene and naphthalene, 
are "brown" solvents. Both of these aromatic hydrocarbons 
have been previously studied to learn more about the nature 
of these relatively weak interaction with the halogens. The 
associations between halogens and polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons with three or four rings have not been 
investigated. The principal purpose of the present study 
was to prove the existence of the weak fnteraction between 
the halogenoid iodine monochloride and the condensed 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, phenanthrene , anthracene, 
pyrene, chrysene, and benzanthracene (see Figure 1). 
2 
With each of the molecular complexes studied , the 
association concentration equilibrium constant, Kc , has been 
determined. The order of the basicity of the s e five 
aromatic hydrocarbons was also obtained. 
The most important data which are measured by means 
of an ultraviolet and visible spectrophotometer are used to 
evaluate the concentration equilibrium cons tant , Kc, by the 
method earlier used by Benesi and Hildebrand (13) which for 
lack of an established name, is to be called in this report 
the reciprocal method. 
Two methods are employed to determine the composition 
of the molecular complexes in solution : the log arithmic 














HIS 'l 'ORICAL FACKGHOUND 
At the beginning of this century, it was known t hat 
iodine solutions had in general a violet or a nonviolet 
color. This color was dependent upon the solvent used to 
dissolved iodine or any other halogen. 'i'his variation of 
the color of the i odine solutions has intrigued many 
researchers ; this area of study has been the subject of 
numerous intensive investig ations involving solutions of 
the halogens. These investigations have been d i re cted 
mainly toward an understanding of the nature of the weak , 
intramolecular asso ciation or bond between the halogen and 
the solvent mo lecules . The more significant st udies which 
have helped to lead t o the pres ent concepts of these weak 
halog en-solvent interactions are presented in t h is chapter. 
I. GENERAL 
From precise molecular weight determinations by using 
cryoscopic methods, Beckmann (ll) in 1909 showed that t he 
iodine molecules dissolved in an 11 brown 11 solvent are present 
in the diatomic state. This rejected some previous i deas 
that attempted to expla in the d ifferent colors on the 
assump tion that different molecular weigh~s for the iodine 
existed; that is, violet solutions contained diat omi c 
1 
iodine, (I-I), and the brown solutions contained a more 
complex combination of the iodine molecules, such as the 
dimer combination, (1-1 ) 2 , or higher polymers. Beckmann 
then sugges t ed that the cause of the brown (nonviolet) 
solution of iodine in certain solvents was a solvation 
phenomenon; that is the brown color is characteristic of a 
solvent-solute addition product. 
5 
This solvation explanation was supported by the 
studies by Lachman (54) who pointed out •that the solvents 
which give the violet color are saturated. Those which give 
the brown color are mostly unsaturated. He included in the 
violet class of solvents: the aliphatic hydrocarbons, their 
chlorides and bromides, and carbon disulfide. 'I' he "brown" 
solvents included all oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur-con taining 
organic comp ounds , for example, water, alcohols, ethers, 
ketones, aldehydes, organic a cids , and ni triles. He assumed 
the brown iodine solutions were due to the existence of 
addition products as represented by the general equation: 
Solvent + Iodine = Solvent•Iodine ( l) 
Although iodine exis ts almost entirely in the d i atomic state 
in all solutions, the physical properties of the brown 
solutions differ markedly from those of t he violet solutions. 
Later physiochemical measurements as described in the 
following paragraphs made untenable support of Beckmann and 
6 
Lachman's assumption that the halogen molecules were 
associating by means of a weak and unstable bond (in most 
cases ) while in solution with the "brown" solvent molecul es •. 
1 These relative ly new unstable associations have been call ed 
by several names. These ha ve been used as the nature of 
these solvent-ha l o gen species becomes clearer . . Some names 
use d are: (a) solute- solvent compounds , (b) solvates , 
(c) molecular complexes , ( d ) molecular compounds , and (e ) 
most recently, charge- transfer complexes . 
In order to demonstrate the existence of these 
compounds, freezing point measurements were use d . fhe 
investigation by Hi l debr and and Glascock (43) in 1909 showed 
that wheri iodine and an alcohol were both added to a 
11 v iolet 11 solvent , such as bromoform or ethylene bromide , the 
mo l al lowering of the freezing point was considerably less 
than it normally should have been . 'l'his abnorma l lowering 
of the freezing point .,.1ith the " brown" solvent wa s accounted 
for by the formation of t he iodine-solvent interaction . 
This re search gave the first quantitative evi dence that the 
iodine molecul es do form a weak coordinated link with its 
11 brown 11 solvent . 
The heats of s o lution of iodine dissolved in the 
"violet" solvents are much highe r than the v alues for 
" brown" solvents . 'l 'hese measurements were reported by 
Kleinberg and Davidson (52 ) in 1948 ; for example , in 
chloroform {a 11 violet 11 solvent) the heat of solution 
expressed in the kilog ram calories per gram of iodine 
dissolved, is 21 .5; whereas in the nbrown 11 solvent, diethyl 
ether, the heat of solution was 7 •. 8 kilogram-calories per 
gram. 
Iodine 1s much more soluble , in general , in the 
11 brown 11 solvents than in the other class. The important 
investigations of Hildebrand and Glew (44) in 1956 showed 
that the violet solutions form a regular series of curves. 
In these cases, the variation of the solubility of iodine 
7 
with temperature may be represented fairly accurately by the 
family of curves corresponding to the equation 
{ 2) 
in which N2 is the mole fraction of iodine in a so lution 
saturated at the absolute temperature , T, and k is a para-
meter approximately independent of temperature for each 
solvent and whose value depends upon the energy of vaporiza-
tion of the solvent. The fact that solubility data for 
iodine in the "brown" solvents do not fall in any family of 
curves indicates that new molecular species are present in 
such solutions. 
The magnetic susceptibilities of benzene and some 
other aromatic-halogen complexes were studied by Matsunaga 
(56) in 1955, who observe d very pronounced changes in this 
8 
property. 
In certain cases where the halogen-solvent compound 
l 
f is ionic in character, electrical conductance measurements 
indicated complex formation. These have been best done by 
Audrieth and Birr (9) in 1933 using pyridine as the solvent 
for iodine. This method has not been . extensively used 
because in most cases the molecular complexes are not 
sufficiently ionic. Also . nonpolar solvents, such as carbon 
tetrachloride, are ·used in many cases which severely ,limits 
the conductivity measurements. 
Because of the ionic conductances of these halogen 
solutions in the majority of cases, dielectric polarization 
studie~ have been used. Fairbrother (31, 32, 33) in 1947 
carried out many of· these measurements and confirmed that 
dielectric polarization was enhanced in the brown solutions. 
For example in a "brown" solvent cyclohexene and in a 
"violet" solvent cyclohexane., the average molar polarization 
was determined to be 56 and 31 cubic centimeters respec-
tively. From this work Fairbrother concluded that the high 
polarization of iodine in the abnormal solvent was due to 
+ 
the presence of a solvent- I I co~plex. He suggested also 
that the formation of these complexes is related to the 
strong basic nature of pyridine , xylene, cyclohexene, or the 
other ":brown" solvents. This hypothesis was better presented 
in a brief communication by Benesi and Hild~brand (12) in 
-·~ ·-~----~----------
9 
1948 who suggested the presence of such a complex appears to 
lie in an acid-base interaction. In this manner the halogen 
is considered as a Lewis acid , in that it acts as the 
electron acceptor to the aromatic hydrocarbon- t he Lewis bas e 
or electron donor. 
I I.. S PEC'l'fWPHOTOtvlE'fRI C STUDIES 
The formation of a molecular complex from an electron 
donor solvent, D, and a halogen, X, in solution may be 
represented by the chemical reaction 
X + D = ( 3) 
Evidence for the existence of these molecular comp l exes has 
been previo usly mentioned. ~he mos t fruitful results were 
obtained spectrophotometricall y , mainl y in the u ltraviol et 
and visible regions . More recently, investigations in the 
infrared spectrum were used to g ive additional evidence for 
the molecular complex formation. 
Ultra v iolet and Visible Spectr a . 'l'he original 
division of iodine solut ions into two distinct c l asses 
become clearer with the work of Getman (37) in 1928. From 
many measurements of the extinction coefficients (more 
recently called the mo l ar absorptivi ty) in the visible 
spectrum of iodine solutions , he foun d that these solutions 
10 
of various solvents fall into two groups: the v iolet class 
with absorption max ima rang ing in wavelengths from 520 to 
540 millimicrons, and the brown c lass with maxima in the 440 
to 480 range. 
It was early observed that the aroma t ic hydrocarbon 
benzene seemed to be a special "brown" solvent. It was 
noted by Walker (77) in 1935 tha t the 11 brown " solvents , such 
as ethyl ether and ethyl alcohol, do have considerable 
dipole moments; however, in benzene, which has no dipole 
moment, iodine also gives a nonviolet (red) solution. 
Benesi and Hildebrand (13) in 1949 made a very 
important contribution to the understanding of the we ak 
aromatic-halogen molecular complexes . ~ hey investigated not 
only the visible but also the ultraviolet spectra of io dine 
in carbon tetrachlori de , benzene , p-xylene, and mesitylene. 
In these the visible absorption maxima s hifted slight ly fr om 
517 to 490 millimicrons. Hore significantly , new absorption 
peaks in the ultraviolet region were observed when using 
these aromatic solvents . In benzene this p eak is at 297 
millimicrons. This ultraviolet absorption peak increased in 
waveleng th for the more methylated benzenes; for example , 
with mesitylene the peak is at 330 millimicrons. Thes e new 
peaks were attributed by Benesi and Hi ldebrand (13) to the 
iodine-aromatic hydroc a rbon molec ular complexes •. 
11 
Many halogen-aromatic hydrocarbon molecular compl exes 
have been investigated. The halogens, iodine (5, 6 , 1 3 , 28 , 
47) , chlorine (3), bromine (45, 47), iodine monobromide 
(18), and iodine monochloride (3, 6, 26 , 46) have been 
studied . The interactions of naphthalene with iodine and 
bromine (19) and with iodine monochloride (6 ) have been 
investigated. 
~ithin reference (6) , there are mentioned results 
concerning the interaction of phenanthrene with iodine . 
Here it is stated that this iodine-phenanthrene complex has 
an absorption equilibrium constant, K
0
, of 0 . 15 liter/mole 
determined at the wavelength of 396 millimicrons at which 
its molar absorptivity value was calculated to be 13,000 
liter/centimeter-mole . However , it was noted in this same 
reference that these values were in doubt as they were 
slightly less than that determined for iodine- benzene which 
was 0.16 liter/mole . It has been previously found that 
phenanthrene forms a more stable silver ion complex by 
Andrews and Keefer (2) in 1949 than does benzene; hence 
indicating here that phenanthrene is a better electron donor 
than benzene . Thus it would seem that the above values for 
the equilibrium constant for the iodine-phenanthrene are too 
low . 
The general area of study dealing with the subject of 
halogen molecular complexes has been given excellent 
12 
coverage by Andrews and Keefer (7), who included a very 
complete list of references up to 1959. fhey also contri-
buted much to the understanding of these halog en complexes 
in their many important articles (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 45, 46, 47, 
48) 0 
Infrared Spe ctra . A number of investigations of the 
infrared spectra of the s e halogen-aromatic hydrocarbon 
molecular comp lexes have been made. These studies gave 
additional evidence for the presence of Lhese mo l ecular 
complexes. Moreover the theory of the ''charge -trans fer" 
complex formation as proposed by Mulliken (59 , 60 , 6 1, 62 ) 
is strong ly substantiated by these infrared studies . As a 
result, the general name, charge-transfer complexes, for 
these molecular complexes came into usage . 'l'his charge-
1 
transfer theory i ndicated that the most profound changes 
should be in the spectrum of the halogen molecules . 
When elemental halo~ens (X-X) and mixed halogens 
(X-Y) form molecular c omplexes wi th aromatic donors, the 
stretching frequencies or the b ond streng th between atoms 
in the halogen molecules should decrease. The strength of 
the bond should become weaker as the complex formation 
stability becomes greater. 
l 
fhe general idea of this charge-transfer theory is 
discussed on page 17. 
13 
Unfortunately, the infrared fundamental freq uency 
f or iodine (I-I) i s considerably higher than the upper limit 
for the wa velength r ange for most infrared spectrophotometers. 
The fundamental frequency for gaseous iodine molecule is 213 
kaysers 2 or about )0 microns {71) . The fundamental 
frequency for iodine monochloride disso lved in carbon tetra-
chloride is a 37) kaysers or about 27 microns (68). The 
fundamental frequencies for these halogens after interacting 
with the aromatic donor hydrocarbon benzene have been shown 
to decrease as proposed by Mulliken. 
The shift of the infrared fundamen ta l frequencies of 
the mixed halogen increased as the stability of the complex 
is increased through the use of stronger electron donors as 
solven ts (68 , 69) . The increased stabilities of these 
complexes indicated the order of the increased basicity of 
the donor solvents. 
Along with changes of the stretching frequencies of 
the halogens , the s~rength of the donor bond involving the 
atom in the donor molecule that i s i nteract ing most with the 
halogen shou l d a l s o change. In fac~ many of these infrared 
studies were concerned with the investig~tion of the changes 
2 _ 
'l'he term , 
as adopted in the 
Spectroscopy , 11 ![. 
reference ( 42 ) •. 
-1 
kayser , rep l aced the previous unit , em , 
11 '1'ransactions of the Joint Commission for 
2£! . Soc . Am ., ~, 410 (19)3) ; cited by 
14 
in the spectra of the donor molecules after the addition of 
a halogen (34) . Often sma ll c hange s were observed in the 
spectra for weak complexes , };ur t- ly because the concentration 
of the comp l exes was very low . 
In the study by ~ er s on and co-workers (68) in 1958 , 
changes in the· infra r e d s1,e ct rum of iodine monochloride were 
observed which contributed to the s tre t ching vibration in 
iodine monochloride us ~his halo~en formed complexe s of 
increas ed s t ability. 'l 'h e fr ec;uency decre a s ed r 6gu l a rly from 
375 kaysers for the un co:nt-J l exe d iodine monochloride in c arbon 
tetrachloride to 275 k&ys e r u fo r the s tron~est molecular 
complex , iodine monochlor i a e - J-'y r iaine . t>E;s i des t he s hift of 
fre~uency , the in te n HiCJ of the b&nd in cr e ases r e gul a rly with 
incre as ing s t r en g th of che c rnn~l ex . For t he i od i ne 
monochlori de - pyridine comp l ex , t he i ntensity of the ban d 
here was eight t i me s as Lr eat &s the inten s i ty f or the 
uncomplexe d h a log en . 
I nfra r eci. stu di e s t. y rHll ler a na c o- wor kers ( h 1) we r e 
made in t he 640 t o l ljOO kay se1· s range t o i nv est i gate the 
e ffe c t of a ddi ng iodi n e t o be nz e ne , t oluen e , me sitylene , 
hexame t hylbe nzene , cyclohex a. ne , a na methylcyc lohexan e . 
Spectra l changes we r e ubserve ci. f cir e~ch of t he se donor s . 
Spe c tra fo r a numbe r ch!J .rge - L..r an s fe r c omplex e s have 
bee n inv es t l e a ted f or ill • omi1, <~ ( 6 7 ) , ch lor i n e ( 27) , iodine 
( 28 , 34, 35, 39 ) , ana Lne ~s eutioha lo~e n iodine cyanogen, 
I CN ( 69 ) . 
15 
IlL 'l'HE BOND BETWEEN COMPONEN'fS OF THE COMPLEXES 
Many theories have been proposed in the past quarter-
century which have attempted an explanation of the nature of 
the interaction or bond between the molecules in molecular 
complexes. Some of these interesting ideas for this bond 
are briefly reviewe d here. 
In order to explain the structures of complexes of 
aromatic substances with nitro compounds, Bennett and Willis 
(14) in 1929 favored a covalent bonding between components . 
'rhe covalent bond was presumed to link the nitrogen atom of 
the nitro- group to a c a rbon atom of the aromatic ring . This 
covalent bond theory became unreasonable when it was d iscov-
ered (65 ) that the separation distances between components 
in crystalline complexe s were much l arger than those observed 
for covalent bonding . 'lhe speed of reach ing equilibrium in 
forming complexes in sol ution was noted to be not typical of 
reactions to form covalent bonds . 
Briegleb ( 21 ) in 1932 explained the complexes of 
nitro compounds and aromatic hydrocarbons as be ing products 
of electro-static attraction between the molecule with a 
permanent dipole and nonpola r molecules which are s ubjected 
to polarization through induction. Support of this polar-
ization theory lies in the f ac t that the heat e volved during 
the format ion of comp lexes with s-trinitro benzene becomes 
less with decrease chan ges in polarization of the hydrocarbon 
16 
component in the order: anthracene, phenanthrene, naphtha-
lene, and benzene (22). 
To explain the interaction involving the nitro 
compounds, ·Weiss ( 78) described the aromatic donor-acceptor 
complex as the product of a transfer of a single electron 
from the donor (D) to the acceptor (A) as given by the 
general chemical equation 
+ 
D •. •. + A_ = n· ··A- ( 4) 
Weiss also concluded that the stability of a complex 
increases as the ionization potential of the acceptor 
increases. Many aspects of ·this ionic complex theory have 
received unfavorable criticism (72). 
The concept of complex resonance stated by Brackmann 
(20) in 1949 appears to be more in accord with known 
properties of most aromatic donor-acceptor interactiori 
products. According to this concept the donor compound 
donates a pair of electrons to the acceptor compound by a 
process comparable to the Lewis acid-base interaction as 
proposed by Benesi and Hildebrand previously ment~ oned. 
This complex structure is regarded as a resonance hybrid: 
D •. . , D:A 
to which no bond and dative structures contribute. The 
important novel feature of this concept is tlii conclusion 
(5) 
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that the colored comp lex is not discretely determined by 
either component but is a characteristic feature of the 
hybrid complex itself. 
To explain the appearance of the absorption bands in 
the ultraviolet rang e of the speetrum for the halogen-
aromatic hydrocarbon complexes, Mulliken ()9) in 19)0 first 
suggested that destruction of the symmetry of the benzene ring 
accompanied the interaction process. This initial view was 
soon rejected by Mulliken who gave a revised picture (60) in 
19)2. 
According to this revi sed idea, the donor-acceptor 
complex in the ground state is a resonance hybrid which 
receives most of its s tructural energy contribution from the 
no bond structure. iVlinor contribution came from the dative 
form in which an electron has been transferred from the donor 
to an antibonding orbit a l of the acceptor. This interaction 
was expressed in quantum mechanical terms. Here the wave 
function for the ground state is approximated by the equation 
fN - a 't, ( D, A) + b 't (D+-A-) ( 6 ) 
2 2 
in which a )) b • The characteristi c ultraviolet peak for 
the aromatic - halog en complexes correspond to a transition 
from the ground state to an excited state. When light is 
absorbed, an intermole cular charge trans fer occurs and an 
o ccupied by excite d 1 hotons. From thi s concept the term 
electron- transfer or c har e e - Lr·ans fer complexes was 
formu l a t ed to r efer t o 1- n E:..se comp 9unds . 
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Recent det&iled inv e sLj.ea tion s o f these complexes 
h a ve hel}Jed to st r e n s c. r:c r. Lhe char g e - tr r..nsfer theory . 1l 
linear re l a vi on b e tween l. be ion izar. ion 1.) 0 LerJt,i a ls of s eve r a l 
donor molecules a na -ch0 chhrLe t r a nsfe r ubs orp tion 
fr equencies of the halot e n - donor comj, l exes was foun d by 
McConnel l a n d co - vJOrke1· ~ ( ) b) in 19 52 . 'J.'he enere:,y required 
by means of li~h 1. absor~Lion c.o attain 1-he excited staLe of 
a charg e "tra nsfer com~le~ jn which t h e donor bnd acc epto r 
exis "t as ion s may be ex,. re~s eo by t.he fo llo li'J i.n t; energy 
rela tionshi;.. : 
h Y = l. 
where h is Pl anck ' s con b Lant , Y is th e c ha r g e t r ans fer 
freq uency , and 1 , ~ , ~nd ~ are , res~ect ivcly , the donor 
( 7 ) 
ionizat i on ·potenLi a l , Ln nccei)"tor e lec tron &ff'ini -cy , and 
stab ilization encr~y of Ghe excited compl ex ut u Le . fhe 
absor p t ion f r equencies in t h8 u l t r a violet specLrh o ' s ev eral 
i o aine - pol y cycl ic arorr. r.1 1. l c hy a Poc 8. r b or: comi-- l exe s dissol ved 
in carbon t e t r & ch lori ue 1r1ere cal c u h:. ted us i:1e; tl1 e e n er £?;Y 
relat i qnshil.· t:: iven ~:-.~o v e; . h::r ;;. hese c a lc ulf;t:l.ons , 
bhatt a c hury& ( l b , 17 ) ·.~ , .L';··( f·. c:: i. L c.bG sL<>b l li:6aLion enert;y 
constant a"t J . 2)6 el.ecL r·on - volt.::; and the cnf.:lructeristi c 
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charge-transfer absorption bands for v a rious aromatic - iodine 
compl exes were calculated . For benzene and naphthalene 
these were cal culated to have their peaks at the wavelengths 
of 297 and 360 millimicrons . these c a lculated waveleng t hs 
were the same as tho se found by e cperimental means (13 , 19) . 
For anthracene , phenanthrene , chrysene , pyrene , and 
triphenylene p eaks with iodine were predicted to occur at 
waveleng ths of 430 , 378 , 394 , 420 , a n d 394 mill i microns , 
respectively . 
IV . O'l'liliH USbFO L INFOriN.h'I'ION 
The h alogens act as Lewis a cids or electrons acceptor 
as previously suggested . Halogens can be i ncluded as L e wis 
acids by broadening t he scope (60 ) of the original Lewi s ' s 
definition wh ich considers the molecule to be a base i f it 
is capable of donat ing a pair of electrons to the acid 
molecule which is capable or rece iving these electron- pair . 
This broader vi e wpoint emph as ized the partial trans fe r of 
one electron from the base to the a cid with accompany bond 
format ion . T h is essentially c on v erts Lewis ' s definit i on 
into quantQID mechan ic a l te rms as expressed previously in 
Equation (6) . 
This expanded use a l lows the halog ens , such as iodine 
and iodine monochl ori de , to be included as a Lewis acid . 
This new idea can be better understood from the discussion 
by Fairbrother ( J2 ) who stated that 
Two separate neutral iodine atoms together conta in 
two 5p orbitals , each containing a single electron . 
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When the two atoms come together to form a mo l ecule , 
these two electrons may occupy a molecular orbital 
composed of the two 5P atomic orbitals to form a normal 
covalent bond or , somewhat less easily s ince ~he process 
is endothermic by n early 2 . 5 e . v ., to form a ion pair 
in whi ch the two valency electrons occupy , with paired 
spins , a single 5P orbital leaving the other vacant ~ 
i . e ., r+r - or r-r+. ~he actual iodine molecule is a 
hybr id of these three s t ructures . 
Further , a molecule A, or a second substance , which 
possesses a sufficiently mobi le pair of electrons , 
e . g ., a lone - pai r, c an form a co -ordina~e bond with 
the atom which has vacant 5p orbital , and thus its 
approach to the iodine molecule woula stabilize one 
of the ionic struc~ures. If the 5P orbital of the 
acceptor atom is wholly utilized in formi n g the 
coordinate bond , it will no long er be available for 
the iodine valency electrons which will then pass to 
the 5p orbital of the further atom and the structure 
become wholly ionic : A: r+r -~ On the other hand , if 
the wave function of the donor electron is such as to 
overlap the 5P orbital in question only to a limited 
extent , a composite molecule will be formed in which 
iodine is polarised by attachment to the donor 
molecule ••• 
It is s ugges ted that the form of the iodine 
" acceptor" orbital is labile and that the iodine 
mo l ecule adjusts itse l f to accommodate the donor 
e l ectrons . 3 
This discu ss ion with the iod ine molecule could a l so 
be applied to the other halogens . 1he relative acidity of 
the various halogens have been determined by Scott (75) ~ 
The order of decreasing acidity or ele c tron acceptor 
streng th for some of these halogens is as follows : iodine 
3
Fred Fairbrother , J. Chern. Soc ., p. 1053 ( 1948) •. 
monochlori de , iodine monobromide , iodine , bromine , and 
chlorine. the mixed halog ens , iodine monochloride and 
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iodine monobromide , are stronger acids than the elemental 
halogens such as iod i ne . ~his is attribu t ed to the increased 
polar nature of the mixed halot;ens . 'l'he formation constants , 
Kc , as generally repre sented l ater in Bquat ion 11 for the 
complexes of mesitylene with bromine, iodine, and iodine 
monochloride are 1 . 38 , 1.82 , and 3 .70 liter/mole , respect -
ively (6, 18 , 63) . 'l'his and others imtlar comparison 
helped to determine that the relative stabilities of the 
molecular complexes increase with increasing acid strength 
of the halogens . 
The basicities of the donor substances should then 
contribute to the relative stabilities of the molecular 
complexes . With iodine monochloride as .the acceptor , the 
variation in the equilibrium constants for a series of 
benzene and methylated benzenes : benzene , toluene, p- xylene, 
mesity l ene , durene , pentarnethylbenzene , and h examethylbenzene 
are 0 .54 , O. o7 , 1. 51 , 4 .59 , 4 . 25 , 6 . ~3 , and 22 . 7 liter/mole 
respectively (5)o 
The relative basic strengths of the donor solvents 
have been measured by v a rious tecrmiques . 'l'here is a review 
by Arnett ( 8) on this general subject dealing with weak 
organic bases . Andrews and Keefer ( 2) in 1949 used the 
reaction between the LevJ is base and si lver ion and an 
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aromatic hydrocarbon as a measure of the basic strength . 
Brown and Brady ( 23) in 1949 found that the solubility of 
hydrogen chloride in aromatic solvents at low temperatures 
serves as a measure of i~s bas ic s~rength . Fairbrother (32) 
in 1948 related the chang es in dipole moments of iodine in 
solution in various hydrocarbons with the basic character of 
the benzene ring with increased numbers of methyl substi-
tuents. These findings by various methods agree with the 
results obtained by spectrophotometric measurements of the 
molecular complexes ( 5 , 13) . 
It is c l ear that the relative basicities of the 
electron donors, the aromat ic hydrocarbons , is an important 
factor contributing to the strength of the molecular compl ex . 
Information concerning the basic strengths of t he polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons with three or four rings is scarceo 
The basicities of several condensed aromatic hydrocarbous 
including phenanthrene were investigated by Kortum and Vo gel 
( 53) in l9SS. Here the relative basic strengths were 
determined by noting ~he increased solubilities of iodine in 
a two-component mixture. The large increase in the solubi-
lity of iodine in the mixture over that in the solvent 
alone is considered to orig ina te from the formation of 
molecular complexes with the aromatic hydrocarbons. 
CHAP1'ER I I I 
'l'I-lliOhE'l'ICAL BhCKGiWUND 
Several spectrophotometric methods have been employed 
in this study to fulfill the overall objective of obtaining 
evidence to establish the existence o f molecular comp lexes 
involving the mixed halo5en iodine monochloride with each of 
the aromatic hydrocarbons previously mentioned . 'l'he 
reciprocal method is us ed to evaluate the concentrat ion 
equilibrium constant, Kc , for the chemical interaction as 
represented by the general chemical equation 
X + nD = J:.• D n (8 ) 
w·here X, D , . and X• Dn represent the halog en , the donor 
a romat ic hydrocarbon, and t he halog en- donor molecular 
complex . The logarithmic and continuous variation methods 
are used in order to determine the value of Q in the complex 
as indicated in Equation (8). 
I . EQUILIB.i.11Uf/J CONSTMJ'l' D.l!.'l'l:!.r{f'liNh.'l'ION 
~he established procedure of ~he method , c a lled here 
the reciprocal method , provides for the evaluation of the 
concentration equilibri um constant and the molar absorptivity 
for the molecul a r comp lex formed. 
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Hec i!Jrocul iVle t hou . Credit for deve l o;..;rnent of' this 
method is g iven to .Ke te l < .. c.~r a !Hi co - workers ( S l) • With this 
ap11roach both the equ jlj_briurr. constant , Kc , and the molar 
absorptivity for the mo l e cula r com!Jlex ma y be evaluated . 
·.rhe studies of uenesi <:t nn rill oebrand ( 13) in l9 L;.9 on the 
u l tru violet s pee trum of' loair:e j n be nzen'e serve a s an 
illustration of this red proc ::..l method . 'l'h) ~: methoo is 
derived again here as trc oevelo1iment of t hi s theory is no -c 
pres en ted c l early in t-h•3 r e.fe 1·ences av ai l &.ble . 
t he d evelO!JMenL of thi s the ory tc~ins w i~h the basi c 
f ..... = at e ( 9 ) 
in which h is the absor oa nce , ~ is the mol a r an~or~tivity , 
b is L.he l ens t h in cen c ;r:~e t,; er :.; of tne li0 nt:. 1- E.J_tn throug h the 
cells , and~ i s the rr.oh. p co ' :C' C:1 Lrati on o f t h e solutio~ . 
\vnen more t hc:1n one li_l · t. ub:.:orbjntS comr,one nt are 1-' resent , the 
indivi dn::-.1 ao ~orcencc:... of· e ac t1 Sl.e cies in this E:olu.t ion , or 
expr e ssed us 
= h. . . i + + . .. (10 ) 
"' 
where the s u bs cr i pts , ' , j , :..no k , ae s i:_}1 &Le tnese co·.,p or,e nts . 
The f'orrn&.t.i on o e a n 1 : 1 mo l ecular c omr l ex f r om the 
ha lo t..,;e n , A , ancl t:. hc dc:,cr <.:.romc..tic h y o 1•o c a r bor. , u , was 
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previously expressed in Equation (8). In this case the 
value of n is considered to be one . Hence , the association 
concentration equilibrium constant, Kc , is defined by 
Equation 11. 
Kc = ( 11) 
ex . CD 
Then by rearranging 
CXD 
KccD = ( 12) 
ex 
where eX , cD ' and cXD are the molar concentrations for the 
halogen , donor aromatic hydrocarbon, and the molecular 
complex at equilibrium, respectively . 
With the formation of the molecular complexes as 
represented by hquation (8) with~ as one, the absorbance of 
the solution at equilibrium is represented by Bquations 13 
or 14. 





( l l+ ) 
The absorbances of the various halo~en- donor mixtures 
are determined together with the absorbances of a solution 
of the same donor concentrat ion as in the mixture . Wi th 
this donor absorbance , An , the corrected a bsorbance , A ' is 
then cal cu l ated using bquations (15) and (16) . 
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A' = A ( 15) 
A' = + (16) 
At equilibrium the free or uncombin ed h a l ogen , eX ' 
and the combined halo gen , cXD' account for the tot6l halogen 
c oncentra tion , fx , in the mixed solution . 'I'hi s total 
hal ogen concent r at ion is the same as the initial concentra-
tion of the halosen before complexing occurs . I f t he 
concentration of the dono r component is initially much 
g r eater than the initial concentration of the ha logen , then 
it can be close ly approximated that the total concentration 
of the donor , f n, in the solution at eq~ilibriu~ is ~he same 
as i ts initial concentr at ion before interaction occurs . 
~his approximation is vali d if the combi ned donor 
concentration , cXD ' is negligi b ly small in re l ation to the 
ini tial dono r concentration of the donor aroma~ic hydrocarbon 
in solution. 
~hen a t a se lect ed wavelength where the complex has 
a maximum affect to the absor bance of ~he solution , the 
apparent molar absorptivi~y , aA , o f the halog en in this 
mixed solution is de f ined as 
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a ·- A I , A 
b.Qx 
( 1 7) 
Hhere 
( H3) c = c + cXD - J... X .. 









ax = (J.) hx .::: 
- X 
( 20 ) • ux c -x 
then , us in~ b.q_uc.;.tion \ J (• ) ' 
8 c a c 
i~ X X J...D 
~ 
= + ( 21) - - ---- • 
.Qx C. , - ;. 
Hence by subtracting e quation ( 21) from ~q_uation (19) we get 
a c &.XcXD 
a a = xu XD 
h. X • 
C. 
-J.... fx 







c + c 
X XD 
. ( 22 ) 
( 2 3) 
then by dividing both the numerator and _denominator by eX 
in the right hand ·of .bquation (23) o Continuing , we use 
Equat i on ( 12 ) to substitute KccD for cx0/cx and 
get 
KccDaXD Kc cDa.X 
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a A ax = ( 24) 
l +. KcdD 
Now by inverting i:!;quation ( 2w.) and by rearranging the terms 
in the l inear form , we get 
l l l 
= + _ _ __ (25) 
a - a 
A X 
This impor tant relationship is simplified by not i ng that at 
short wavelengths , that is , below abou~ 400 millimicrons , 
the mo l ar absorptivity of the halogen is ne g l i g i b ly smal l a s 
compared to the mo l ar a bsorptivity of the comp lex fu~d to the 
apparent molar absorptivity ; hence Equation (2)) becomes 
l l l 
= + (26) 
With the final simplified Equ a tion (19) and recalling 
the definition of the apparent molar a bsorptivity as g iven 
in Equation (17) , the g r aph i c a l p lot of the reciprocal of 
apparent molar absorptivitie s a g ains t t h e reciprocal of t h e 





relationship are expressed by the equation 
y = 1'-1X + B· ' (27) 
where 
y = 1/aA = b.fx /A' ( 28) 
X = 1/cn = 1/Q.u ( 29 ) 
'1'1 = 1/KcaXD ( 30) 
B = 1/aXD· (31) 
Finally: 
K = E/M . c ( 32) 
With the value of the intercept, B, and the slope M, 
of the best fitting straight line for the graph as mentioned 
above, the concentration equj_librium constant, Kc' can be 
evaluated using Equation (J2). Also , with Equa tion (31), 
the molar absorptivity for the complex can be found for the 
wavelength originally selected . 
If a straight line is obtained for the molecular 
complex examined, the existence of the complex is strongly 
substantiated . 'l'his important and valua ble method has been 
used by many investigators, such as Benesi ana Hi l debrand 
( 13) • 
~his method is useful to yield excellent evidence for 





available to obtain the concentration equilibrium constants , 
Kc , for the weak interactions between the ha l ogen and the 
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules . 'l'hese complexes can be 
detected only by studies of the physical properties , such as 
absorption measurements , of solutions in which equilibrium 
can occur . 
This reciprocal method for evalua~ing the equilibrium 
constant is subject to certain limitations . First , the 
value of the equilibrium constant is dependent on the molar 
absor ptivity determined for the complex at the wav e l ength 
selected . Hence the select ion of the wavelength at which 
maximum absorption by the complex is very important ; this 
selection is difficult because the peak is not always 
clear l y resolved . Consequently the values of ~he equili -
brium constan~s depend on the se l ected wavelength . Second 
the molar absorptivity for the complex is normally l arge ; 
ther efore the r eciprocal of this value , 1/aXD' which is 
equiva l ent to · the intercept , B , as shown in Equation (Jl) is 
very small and ciifficult to determine accurately. 'l'o help 
overcome this latter difficulty, sta~istical me~hods are 
employed to determine the best fitting line with the least 
square deviation . Despite these and other sources of errors 
in this method , the values of the equilibrium constants can 
be considered as approximately correct . The order of 





used to indicate the order of the basicity of the aromatic 
hydrocarbons studied . 
II . COIVIPOSI'l'ION DE/I.'l!.HMINNl'ION 
Several accepted spectrophotometri c p rocedures have 
been formul ated to determine the composition of the complex 
formed in solution ; that is to obtain the v a lue of n for the 
general chemic a l reaction as expressed by Equation (8) . 
Some g ood methods are : (a) the mol a r-ratio metho d , (b) the 
s lope-ratio method , (c) the logarithmic method , and (d) the 
continuous variations method . The last two of these methods 
were employed in this r esearch . 
~!.'he logari thrnic method is best sui ted for a study in 
which the stability of the complex is low . ~he continuous 
variations method is also useful if fulfilling the 
experimental requirements does not cause other more 
complicating r eactions to occur than those expected according 
to Equation ( 8). 
This continuous variations method has been criticized 
by Woldbye (79) who pointed out that this method does not 
readily indicate if more than one complex is present in the 
solution . Hence the determined v a lue for Q in Equation ( 8) 
can be erroneous . This criticism can also be applied t o the 
molar- ratio method , so this method has little advantage over 
the continuous variations method . In fact the molar-ra~io 
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approach has an added disadvantage in that its usefulness 
depends on the stability of the complex as no~ed by Rossetti 
and Rosset t i (74) . The slope- ratio method was a pp licable to 
this research. It requires that absorption measurements be 
made with mixed solutions in which in one case the halog en 
is kept in excess and in ano~her case the donor hydrocarbon 
i s in excess . the first case of having the h a logen iodine 
monochloride in excess with respect to the donor is a 
serious limitation in this s~udy as complicating react ions 
may occur. The slope- ratio method was not used because it 
does not yield any additional information over that obtained 
by the logarithmic method . 
Logari thmic lVletho£. 'l'he logarithmic method , also 
call ed the Bent and French 1 s method (1)) , can be used to 
determine the composition of the unstab le complex f ormed in 
the sol ution . It is impor~ant for this approach that the 
complex have a low association equilibrium cons~ar.t ; this is 
the c ase with the iodine monochloride- aroma~ic hydrocarbon 
molecular complexes studied in this research . ~he essential 
aspect of this theory is presented in ~his section . 
Aga in t he general chemical equation expressed 
previous is reversed for this development ; ~hat is , 
XD 




is used, and the dissociation concentration equilibrium 
constant , Kd , is described by Equation ( 34). 
K 
d = 





Using this equilibri~~ rela~ionship , logaritruns are taken 
of each side of the equation, to get 
log ex + n log CD - = (3.5 ) 
Re c a lling that the overall absorbance for the mixed solution 
is equal to sum of the absorbancies of the absorbing compon-
ents in this mixed solution, we may write 
A = + + (36 ) 
If at a selected wav e l ength in which ~he absorbance caused 
by the comp l ex is appreciable, the comp lex absorb ance i~D' 
was closely approxima~ed by subtracting ~he absorbance 
caused by donor from the total absorbance ; we then get 
= ( 37 ) 





= + + 
34 
(38) 
When the halogen concentration , Cx , is kept constant , a 
gr aphical p lot with log AXD a~ainst loe CD (a~ a wav e l ength 
n 
where the c omplex absorbs appreciably) is l i near with a 
slope equal to ~· Since the complex has low stability , the 
concentrat ions of the halogen and donor aroma~ic hydrocarbon , 
CX and CD , are considered equal to their initial concen -
trations before interaction has occured . The actual slope 
then can be wounded off to the nearest rational number . 
Continuous Variati ons Method . This method was first 
used by Job ( 1+0) in 1928 . 'l'he method was extended by 
Vosburgh and Cooper (?6) in 1941 who made absorp~ion 
measurements at more than one wavelength . 
The essential aspe cts of this method will be reviewed 
he re. For this derivation the forma tion of the complex as 
g iven in b.quation (8 ) was again used . 'I'he associa-r, i n g 
concentration equilibrium constant , Kc , is described by t,he 
equation 
= (39) 
( c ) (c ) 
X D 
The number , u, in Equation ( 8 ) and hquation (39) may the n b e 






the absorbance , at fixed ~ot al i n itial mola r concentration 
of the halogen and donor dissolved in solvent free of the 
complex, D~ . It \.Jas convenient to prepare several 
solutions by mixing the components , euch at the same initial 
molar concentration , in va rying proportions . 
With these va rious solutions the absorbances are 
measured at at least three different wavelengths ; the total 
absorbance is the sum of the absorbancies of the components 
in the sol ution . If the reaction represented by Equation 
(8) occurs, then this new complex should abs orb some 
radiation . As a consequence the total absorbance at 
equilibrium , Ae , and ~he total absorbanc e before complexing , 
A
3
, should differ . This chang e in total absorbance , D1 , can 
be represented as 
D' = ;.. e ( 40) 
The change of the total absorbance D 1 , is gr8atest when t h e 
concentration of molecular complex is at a maximum . by 
plottin8 D1 a gainst the mole fractions , X, of one of 
components , such as the halogen , the correspon ding mo le 
fraction, ~' may be located on this plot when D1 is 6rea~ -
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I f the same n is de te rmine d at two or more 
wave l e n6 ths i t can b e r eason ably asswmed tha t only one 
complex with an appreciable a bs orption is present ; t h is 
assurance is n e eded to make this method valid . 
I 
' 1 
CHP.P'l 'l:!.R IV 
:h;XPLKilvffiN 'l'hL 
the experimental work utilized in this investiga&ion 
has been broadly divided into two main sections . The first 
sect ion deals with the apparatus and ma&erials used . The 
sec ond sect i on describes the experimen&al procedure involved 
in obtaining the necessary spectrophotometric data for the 
various calculative methods employed . 
The absorp&ion c~rve measuremen&s were obtained with 
two Be ckman spectropho&ometers : model Do and model DU . the 
LU spectrophotome&er was employed to get the mos& accurate 
reading possible for the absorbancies of the various 
solutions . The model DB was then used for necessary 
preliminary work in findin g suitable waveleng&hs , in g e &t ing 
useful absorption spectrum curves , and for checking roughly 
the da. ta obtained from the model DU •. tvlos t of &he time 
measurements were taken within the waveleng th ran6 e of 330 
to 550 millimicrons . Mo lar absorptivi&ies measurements at 
constant wavelength with each solution of iodine and iodine 
monochloride in carbon tetrachloride were ob t a ine d using 
both spectrophotometers . Here the differences in molar 




of two per cent (2%) . 
Four matched quartz cells were used throughout these 
absorption measurements . ~he length of ~hese cells was fo r 
each 1 . 00 centime t e r . Urea~ c are was taken to use the cell 
for simi l a r sol utions and to p lace the c l ean ce l ls in the 
ce l l compartment such that the incident li ~ht struck the 
same sur fa c e of each cell for al l the measurements . All 
absorbancy measurements we re taken a t room temperature 
+ 
approx imate l y 25- 2°Co 
The solvent used throu6hou t this research Wb S spectre -
grade carbon tetrachlorid e ~ this solvent was chosen be c aus e 
it was known riot to form molecular complexes wit h the 
hal o gens . Also , this solvent woula dissolv0 t he aromatic 
hydr ocarbons; although an~hracene and chrysene aid not 
dissolv e as readi ly as ~he thr 6e aromatic hydrocarbons , 
phenanthrene , pyrene , a nd benzanthracene . Ini ~ially 
pr actical grade carbon tetrachloride wu s tried for some 
preliminary work with benzene and naphthalene . It was 
early noted that water impur ities in the aromatic hydr ocarbon 
or in the c a rbon tetrachloride had to be essentially r emo v ed , 
since this water caused some difficul ties in locating the 
absorption peaks 1hat could be contributed to ~he mo l e cular 
complex , iodine - benzene , at a wavelength of 297 millimicrons . 
Spectro- g r aae carbon tetrachlori de was obta i ned from h as t man 







considered sufficiently pure so that furLher treatment to 
remove water wa s not attempted . Great c are was u sed to keep 
this solvent from exce ss ive exposure to the atmosphere . 
The aromatic hydrocarbons , phenanthrene , anthracene , 
pyrene, and benzanthracene , were also ordered in the highest 
gr ade available , .2.;astman 1 s " white-label" grade . Practi cal 
grade chrysene was available in the chemis~ry storeroom and 
was used for t his study . The other ~wo four - ring condensed 
polycyclic aromatic ny droc arbon that exist , naphthacene and 
triphenylene , were not ob tained and studied because avail-
ability and cos~ were restrictive . 
Stock solution of iodine and iodine monochloride at 
a concentration of about 0 . 01 molar were prepared, and 
Beer ' s law plots were determined at waveleng~hs of ~he 
maximum absorption peaks for each of these halogens. 'I'hes e 
experimental v a lues were in g oo d agreemen~ with previous 
li~erature values which served as a means to indicat e the 
halogens were sufficient ly pure. Comparison of the 
experimental value s and t h e literature v alues is discussed 
later in Chapter VI . 
Beer ' s law data were obtained for each of the aromati c 
hydrocarbon solutions . 'l'he calculated average molar 
absorptivities were u sed later ~o deter mine ~he concentra-
tions of the v arious solutions . If ~he absorption of ~he 







the solutions were diluted by an known ratioo fhen the 
absorbance for this diluted case could be measured and used 
to calcul ate the concentration for the original solution • 
II . PROCEDURE 
With the necessary preliminary works accomplished , 
that is obtaining the necessary chemical sufficiently pure 
and dried , getting properly oriented with the operations of 
the two spectrophotometers, checking the reliability of 
these instruments , and making the nee deo solutions to obtain 
the very useful Beer 1 s law data at properly selected wave -
lengths , the necessary absorbances for the methods employed 
for this research were measured . ~hese methods as previously 
described in Chapter Ill were all used for each of the five 
halogen- aromatic hydrocarbon molecular complexes studied . 
These five systems were : (a) iodine monoc~loride -
phenanthrene , (b) iodine monochloride - anthracene, (c) iodine 
monochloride-pyrene , (d) iodine monochloride - chrysene , and 
(e) iodine monochloride -benzanthracene . The procedures were 
generally the same for each of the se five systems . 
With the first experimental metho d , the reciprocal 
method , it was necessary to get absorption data for several 
mixed solutions composed of the iodine monoc hloride and the 
aromatic hydrocarbon . A fresh stock solution of iodine 
monochloride was prepared , and its maximum absorbances were 
set by diluting sufficiently to be les s than 0 . 200. Like-
wise fresh stock solutions of phen anthrene were als o 
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prepared and concentrati ons determined with the us e of 
previously prepared beer's l a w plot . The mixed solution was 
prepared by mixinb equal vo l umes , usually S mill ili ters , of 
the iodine monochlor ide and phenanthrene solu tions whose 
concent r ations in mo le/li ter were known . 1 his mixed so l ution 
was allowed to stand for suffic i ent period of time for 
equilibrium to be reached . The time a llowed for this purpos e 
v a ried for the five systems , but to be safe a day was used 
for this pu r pose . The wa velengt h of 460 millimicron s was 
used to t ake the absorption measurements of the iodine 
mono ch loride s olu~ion necess&ry to de~ermine i~s concentra -
tion pr i or to being mix ed . ·rhe concentration of the iodine 
monochlor ide to this mixed sol ution is half the initial 
concentration, since this halo3en solution is dilu~ed by 
one - half .. The wavelengths used ~o determine ~he concentra -
tion by using deer's l a w were 376 , 376, 372 , 37S , ana 384 
mi llimicrons for phenanthrene , anthracene , py rene, chrysene , 
and benzanthracene , res pectively . A procedure similar ~o 
that used to determine the iodine monochlori d e concent r ation 
was also used to obtain the c on cent rations for these donors 
in the mixed solution. Several mix ed solut)ons we re usee 
varying the r a tio of the halog en to the donor . For conven-
ience the concentration of the iodine monochloride was kep t 
the same for several samples . fhe solution with phenanthrene 
was diluted and its concentration was again determined by 
means of absorption measurement . 
Together with each of these mixed solutions , a blank 
solution was prepared . Wnereas the sample solutions were 
prepared by mixing equal volumes of the halogen and the 
donor so l utions , the blank solution was prepared by mixing 
equal volume of the halogen solut ion with carbon tetra -
chl oride . After equilibrium was attained , the absorption 
spectrum of the mixed solution v.Jas measured on the DB 
spectrophotometer to de~ermine the waveleng t h at which a 
peak absorption occurred for the complex formed . this peak 
was obtained with some difficult~ , because in pyrene and 
benzanthracene c omplex systems this peak occurred at the 
same wavelen~th where i~ vJ as known a peak existed for t.he 
aromatic hydrocarbon alone in the carbon tetrachloride . 
Many careful ex~~inations of these peaks for the five 
complexes listed previously showed that they occurred at t.he 
waveleng ths : 388, 390 , 3dO, 404 and 384 millimicrons , 
respectively . At these wavelen5ths for each systems used, 
the total absorbance was measured for the mixed solutio~ in 
which complexing had occurred . The absorbance, AD ' of the 
corresponding blank so l utior. was also measured at t h e sa~e 
waveleng th. With these t wo measurements , the corrected 






A check was made for each complex sys tem to help 
confirm that the small variation of the room terperature 
from 23° to 27°C when measurements were taken had only a 
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negligible effect . By heating slightly the equilibrium 
mixtures to approxima~ely 3)°C , the absorbances were measured . 
The necessary measurements for the logarithmic method 
were obtained along with the reciprocal method . 1 his double 
use for the reciprocal absorbancy data was possible because 
with this reciprocal method the iodine monochloride concen-
tration was kept constant . This requirement was for the 
logarithmic methodo 
The continuous variations method was performed by 
mixing a series of solutions in which the mole fractions of 
its components varied from zero to one . This was done by 
mixing equal mo l ar concentrations of the iodine monochloride 
and phenanthrene solutions at v a rious volume r atio s such that 
the total volume from adding these two p ortions was kept ~he 
same . The to~al concen~r ation selected for ~hi s purpose was 
0 . 001 molar in most cases . ~hree wavelengths were used ~o 
measure the absor bances . 
Some solutions containing the mo l eculbr comple xes 
were allowed to ev aporate . ~he r es idue was then used to 
mix with potassium iodide to obtai~ its infrared spectrum . 
The standard pelle ~ technique was emp loyed. hlong with the 
infrared s pe ctrum of the iodine monoch loride - donor complex 
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residue , the corresponding donor spectrum was also obtained 
for later comparisons . ~he infrared spectra were used to 
indicate whether halogenation reaction occurred within the 







DA'l'A J,ND h.B..SUL'l'S 
The important data and calculated results are given 
in the fol l owing tables and fi gures in this chapter . 
The absorption spectral data for the reagents 
dissolved i n carbon t etrachloride are tabulated in Tables I , 
I II , V, VI , IX , a nd XIII . For iodine ( I 2 ) and iodine 
monochloride (ICl) s olutions , the absorption spectral data 
g ive the v ariation of t he absorbances and mo l ar a bs orptivi -
ties at different wave l engths . The same informa t i on as 
g iven for the halogens is g iven for the aromaLic d onor 
hydrocarbons ; a..'1 additional colwnn g ives the l o;;a.ri thms of 
the molar absorptivities in these tables . In Fi gures 2 and 
3 the correspondin g absorption curves for these halog ens are 
shown . 
The Beer ' s l aw data a re given for these c ompon ents in 
Tables II , IV , VI , VIII , X, and XII . 7he c onstant wa ve-
lengths use d wh~ ch were se lected at a maximum absorption 
peak for e ach of thes e Beer ' s law dat a tables a re clearly 
noted . Al so the a verag e molar abs orp tivities for each of 
these re agen ts are g iven •. 
The data ob~aine d for the r eciprocal method for the 
five halog en- donor (XD) compl exes are gi ven in Tabl es XV to 






aromatic hydrocarbon c oncentrati ons and the r eciprocal 
apparent molar absorptivi ties as expressed in Equations ( 28 ) 
and (29 ) are given in the two columns on the right s ide of 
these t ables . ~hese two c alculated v a riab l es were then used 
to prepare the important g r aphs i n Fig ures 4 - 8 fo r the 
five comp l exes systems s~udied . 
The statistical information used to determine the 
least s~uares deviation straight lines are li sted in Table 
XX . This mathematical fitt i n g of t he bes~ line was used for 
t he t ables of data r elating to the reciprocal method . From 
thi s calcul ation the best linear s lop e , M, and intercept , B, 
are given . The co l umn s i n Tab l es XV to XIX c ontaining the 
recipro cal of tne donor concentration and to the reciprocal 
appar e nt molar absorptivi~y are set as the X- da~a and Y- data 
colwnns, respe ctively . 'l'he calculated concentr at i on equili -
brium cons~ants , Kc , and mola r absorp tivit i es , aXD' for the 
molecular comp l e x es are likewise giv en •. 
'l'he infor m& tion fo r the l obari thrr.ic metnoci used to 
dete r mined the composition of the molecular complex f ormed 
is g iven in '1' ables XXI - XXV . In these t&bles the log a r thms 
for both the donor concentr&tions and correct ed absorbances 
(A') mainly attributed to the compl e x es in the solution s are 
t abulated . Thes e t wo log a rithmic col umns in each of these 
tab le s were used to p repar e the plots i n Figures 9 - 13 . 
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The second method (the con~inuous varia~ions method) 
for obtaining the v a lue of Q for Equation (o) is illustrated 
by the g r aphs in Figur es 14 - 1 8 . fwo waveleng ths are used 
as noted for each of these continu ous v a ri ations charts. 
The final ten fi gures i ncluded the infrared spectra 
of each aromatic hydrocarbon (Fi~ures 19 , 21, 23 , 25, 27) 
and the corres pondin~ solid residue of each molecular 

























0 . 017 
0 . 060 
0 . 163 
0 . 320 
0 . 1+00 
0 . 460 
0 . 468 
0 . 481 
0 -479 
0 o4Lt2 
0 . 380 
0 . 242 
0 . 132 
l\1o lar 
Absorptivity 
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'I' J. BLI!; I I 
Bl!;ER 1 S LAW Dh.'l'i-. FO.l1 IODINE. SOLUTIONS 
( WAVbLLNGfH = 516 MIL~IKI CrtONS ) 
Iodine 
Concentration 
4 ( Mo les/Liter x 10 ) 
8 . 21 
5 . 14 
4 . 11 
3 .5o 




1 . 90 
Absorbance 
Oo73l 
0 . 460 
0 . 371 
0 .316 
0 . L~lO 
0 . 481 
0 . 255 














.C:. ver age .. . 898 + 9 -
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'l'J, BL:l:. II I 
ABSORP'fiO~ SPEC'l'r\Ui'l DATA FOrt IODINE. 
\vaveleng th 













0 . 184 
0 . 232 
0 . 320 
0 . 332 
0 . 330 
0 . 296 
0 . 202 
0 . 086 
0 . 021 
Oo015 
l'1o l ar 
hbsor ptivity 
















BEbrl 1 S LAW Dt.'l'A FOrt IODli~t.. l"iO.:o c.rtLOhiDE SOLU'fl ONS 
(WAV:C:U.NG'l'rt = 460 HILL:LMICRONS ) 
I odine ~onochloride 
Concentration 
( Moles/~iter x 104) 
4 . 72 
2 . 34 
3.33 
1 . 16 
1.88 
J . 75 
2 . 4.6 
AbsoPbance 
0. 683 
0 . 342 
0 . ~.70 
0.168 
0 . 2 7~ 
0 .532 
0 . 362 
l"'o l ar 
J.bsorptivity 








144 + t.ve r age • • • - 3 
Waveleng t h 












0 . 087 
0 . 036 
0 . 125 
0 . 750 
0 . 624 
o . S32 
0 . 960 
0 . 800 
1. 000 
fJ10 l a r 
hbsorpr.ivity ( a) 










Lo g a 
1 . 51 
1 .11 
1. 66 
2 . 88 
2 . l~6 
2 . 29 
2 . 55 
2 . t~ 7 






B£l:;H. 1 S LAW Dit'l 'J.. FOrl P.liliNA1~'l' iiliEi\f.!:'..: S OLU 'l ' IONS 
( WAVi!.L:t.NG·l'H = 376 lvi l LLHll CrlONS ) 
Phenanthr ene 
Concentration 
(Mol es/Liter x 103) 
4 . 22 
8 . 55 
13. 41 
19 . oo 
16 . 40 
14 . 92 
21 . 20 
/.bsor bance 
0 . 122 
0 . 282 
0 . 4-30 
0 . 609 
0 . )25 
0 . 492 
0 . 700 
Holar 
Absorptivity 
















'l'A6LJ1; VI I 
ABSOE P'l'l ON S P:B:C 'l'.-\ Ui"i DA'l 'A FO.R AN'l'HrU.,CENb SOLU 'l'IONS 
Wavel ength 















0 . 638 
0 .6)2 
0 . 222 
0 . 207 
0 . 724 
0 . 301 
0 .290 
0 . )09 




Absorptivity ( a ) 
(Liters/Hole- em) 
165 
6 , 940 
7, 100 
2' 1+20 
2 , 250 
7, b70 
3 , 270 
3 ' 160 
5 , 5~ 0 
5,0GO 
2, _S60 
2 , 530 
Log a 
2 . 65 
3 . 84 
3 . 85 
3.3 8 
3 . 35 
3 . 89 
3 . 51 
3 . 50 
3 . 74 
3 . 70 
3 . 40 
J . ~ l 
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'l'ABLJ:. VII I 
bhJ:..H 1 S LA',..; D.A'l'.h FOh Al'i'l'HdhCci. h SOLU'1' IONS 
( viAV11.LJ:. i'jG'lH = 376 ~<l LLll1lC1<0NS ) 
.h.n tnr acene 
Concentration 4 
C'lo1es/Li l..er x 10 ) 
l. 4.5 
1 . 36 
1.1.5 
1 . 12 
0 . )6 
0 . 31 
0 . 23 
0 . 92 
1 . 28 
Absorbance 
1.030 
0 . 933 
0 . 791 
0 . 804 
0 . 387 
0 . 221 
0 . 160 




(Liter s/I"l o 1e - em) 
7 , 110 
6 , 860 
6 , 880 
.7 ' 170 
6 , 920 
7 ,130 
7 , 280 
7 ,100 
7 , 090 

























0 . OL~ 7 
0 . 076 
0 . 106 
0 . 251 
0 . 452 
0 . 21+4 
0 . 196 
0 . 425 
0 .600 
o . 70S 
0. 558 
0 .735 
t1o 1a r 
Absorptivity (a) 
















0 . 766 
1 . 397 
1 .606 
0 . 750 
2 . 125 
2 . 380 
2 . 112 
2 . 017 
2 . 353 
2. 503 
2 .5?3 
2 . !.;.72 





Bi!;:E.R 1 S LAW Dh.'l'A FOR PYHENE SOLU'l'IONS 
( \rJAVbLhi-iG'l' i-1 = 372 MlLLINICRONS) 
Pyrene 
Concentration 4 
(Moles/Liter x 10 ) 
20 . 13 
19 . 34 
18. 84 
16 . SS 
23 .91 
1) -43 
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'l'ABLb XI 
ABSORPTION SPl:.C'l'r{UM DA'l'A F'0<1 CHrtYSt:N~ SOLU'l' IONS 
Wave length 












0 . 0~.1 
0 . 068 
0 . 056 
0 . 0)1 
0 . 064 
0 . 11.5 
0 . 266 
0 . 11-t-l+ 
0 . 204 
0 . 346 
I"!O l ar 
hbsorptiv i~y (a) 
















2 . 063 
2 . 336 
2 . 702 
2 . 1+3.5 
2. 586 




BI!J::;R 1 S LAw DJ·-:l'A FOr\ Ci-1L{YS~i'-Jl=. SOLU'l' lONS 
(~JAVElliNG'l'H::: 375 MILLIIV!ICRONS ) 
Chrysene 
Concentrations 
6 •. 18 
6 •. 07 
_? . 24 
4 . 14 
2. 33 




0 • .?fJ2 
0 . 491+ 
0 . 382 
0 . 215 
Ool.?8 













9.? - 3 
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'l' h BLl:. X I I I 

















0 . 094. 
0 . 238 
0 . 302 
0 . 132 
0 . 112 
0 . 161 
0 . 214 
0 . 234 
0 . 244 
0 . 366 
0 . 6~8 
t'1o1ar 
Absorptivi~y ( a ) 














2 . 121 
2 . 443 
2 .845 
2 . 949 
2. 590 
2 . 519 
2 . 676 
2 . 800 
2 . 8J7 
2 . 8.57 
3 . 0.59 
3 . 2c1 
6 1 
'l'P.bLl:. XIV 
b .Dhn 1 S LAW DA1' ~~ FOrt bc.NZh1~'.i.'nHAC:b;Hh S OLU'l ' lOt'JS 
{ 1,.,.4. V.c.Lb. ~GT.t:i = 384 NILLI HIC1~01~S) 
Benzanthracene 
Concen-crations ~ 
(Moles/Lite r x 10 ) 
10 . 23 
9.45 
8 .. 76 
7. 67 
6 . 5) 




0 . 9 1 6 
0 . 6~.6 
0 . 781 
0 . 682 
0 . 583 
0 . 302 
0 . 114 
0 . 219 
Y. o1 ar 
Absorp -c i v i r;, y 











Average •.• 892 - 5 
..,......,, ---- .. _., _  
'l 'ABLB; XV 
£ThCIPROCAL MB.'l'HOD Drtl'A FOK ·roDINh MOHOCliLOhi iJB - PH.B.NAN'l'HRBNE SOLUTIONS 
( WAVblliNG'l'H = 3 88 MI LLIMl CB ONS ) 
So l u t ion 3 4 A A A' 1/CPh 
Number 
CPH x 10 Cl Cl X 10 D 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5) ( 6 ) 
.A- 1 15 . 62 1. 15 0 . 119 0 . 062 0 . 057 64 . 0 
A- 2 l !j . 09 1.15 0 . 109 0 . 056 0 . 053 7Ll 
h. - 3 12 . 50 1. 1 .5 0 . 098 0 . 0)1 0 . 047 80 . 0 
h - ~ 11. 00 1 . 1 .5 81 0 . 0 4 0 . 044 0 . 040 90 . 9 
J. - 5 9 . 44 1.15 0 . 071 0 . 035 0 . 036 106 . 2 
J. - 6 7 . 70 1. 1 5 0 . 063 0 . 031 0 . 032 130 . 0 
-
Col u::r..:'"lS 
( 1) i•Jole:r concen~re:tion for ohenanthrene sol ution . 
( 2) Mol~r concenLratlon for iodine monochloride sol ution . 
( J) ro~ e: l a bs orbanc e for mixed solution . 
( 4 ) Absorb ance f or donor (phenanthr ene) sol ut i on . 
( 5) Corrected absorbance ; or col~"Tln ( 3 ) - ( 4 ) . 
( 6) n: ec i p roc a l of colu:nn ( 1) • 
(7) Columns ( 2)/(5 ) x 10 , 000 . 
CI Cl/A ' 
( 7 ) 
20 . 2 
2 1 . 8 
24 • .5 
28 . 8 
31 . 9 




H:2.Cl PliO CAL Ivil:!. 'l'.riOlJ .0A 'l'.h FO.tt I O.iJI NE I'10HOCHLORID~ -AN'l'HRACENE SOLUTIONS 
( WAV~llii~G'l'H = 390 HILLH'llCriON'S ) 
Sol ution 4 4 A A j~ I 1/CAn 
Number 
CAn x 10 C1Cl X 10 D 
( b ) ( 9 ) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12) (13) 
b- 1 15 . 64 1 . 10 0 . 575 0 . 258 0 . 317 639 
b- 2 ll . b9 1. 10 0 . 488 O. l bl 0 . 307 81 ·2 "'T 
B- 3 10 . 08 1.10 0 . 1+6 7 0 . 168 0 . 299 992 
D-4 9 . 05 1. 10 0 . 4~5 0 . 11.:.9 0 . 296 1109 
B- 5 8 . 74 1.10 0 . 437 o. 1~4 0 . 293 1144 
B- 6 8 . 12 1. 10 0 . 424 0 . 134 0 . 290 1231 
Column:.=: 
(6 ) Molar concentra tion for anLhracene so l ution . 
(9 ) l"lolar c oncent r a tion for iodine monocb l ori<ie so l u tion . 
(10 ) ~oL& l a bsorbance of mixed solution . 
(11) I.c s orb c.:1ce f or donor ( anLhrace ne ) so l u tion . 
( 12 ) Corrected absorbance ; or co l umns ( 10 ) - ( 11) o 
( 13) r-<ecipr ocal of colurr.n ( 0 ) . 
( l~ ) Colu mns ( 9 ) / ( 12 ) x 10 , 000 o 
C /A 1 
ICl 
( 14 ) 
3 - 47 
3 . 56 
3 . 68 
3 . 72 
3 . 76 





RE.CIPrWCAL ME'l'HOD DA'l'i• FOR IODI N£ IviONOCHLOhiDB- PYrlENE SOLU 'l'IONS 
( WAVELBNG1'H = 350 IviiLLlHI ChONS ) 
Sol u tion 
Number 
C X 103 







( 15 ) ( 1 6 ) ( 17) (18) ( 19) (20 ) 
6.66 1. 20 0 0 33i+ · o . 110 0 . 22~- 1SO 
4 . 22 1. 20 0 . 26 7 0 . 07 2 0 . 19 s 238 
3 . 92 1. 20 0 . 255 o . o6S 0 . 1 90 2SS 
3 . 60 1.20 0 . 2lj2 0 . 059 0 . 1 6 3 278 
3.30 1. 20 0 . 232 0.054 0 . 178 303 
2. 69 1 . 20 0 . 207 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 16 3 371 
Columns 
(15) Jfto 1E.r c oncentration of pyrene solu.ti on . 
( 16 ) Jvl o1 f,r c one en tra t i on of i oaine monoc7 lor i de solution . 
(1 7 ) ~otal absorbance of mixed solution . 
( 18 ) Abso r bance of t.he donor ( pyrene) s o l u. t ion . 
( 19 ) Corrected a bsorbanc e ; or co1unns ( 1 7 ) - ( 18 ) • 
( 20 ) Heciproc a l o:f column (15 ). 
( 21) Cohunns ( 16 )/( 19 ) x 10 , 000 . 
C /A ' 
IC1 
(21 ) 
S . 36 
6 . 16 
6 . 3 2 
6 . S3 
6 . 74 




.................. j ............... J.. 
'l'ABLE XVII I 
REC l PBOCJIL HE'l' .HOD DA'l'A FOl1 IODINE I~lOi-.. OCHLCRIDb- CHBYSE..~I E. SOLUTI ONS 
(WAVhLhNG'l'H = 404 Xl LLIMICHONS 
X 104 4 A ' r/cch CI Cl/ .?. I So l uti on c c lG l X 10 A liD 
Nurr.b e r Ch 
( 22) (23) (24 ) (25) (26 ) (27) 
D- 1 19 . 95 1 . 35 0 . 224 0 . 130 Oo044 502 
D- 2 15 . 05 L 3S 0 . 176 0 . 138 Oo03S 676 
D- ~ -" 13 . 95 1. 35 0 . 165 0 . 126 0 . 037 716 
D- 4 l 2ol5 lo 35 0 . 146 0 . 112 0 . 034 828 
D-5 9 . 00 L 35 0 . 110 0 . 082 0 . 028 l l l 2 
D- 6 7 . l .S l. 3.S 0 . 09 1 0 . 066 0 . 025 1400 
Co l urrms 
( 22) Mol a r concentration of ch r y sene sol ut i on . 
( 23 ) Mo l &r concentr ation of iodine monochl oride solution . 
( 24 ) lo~al absor bance of mi xed s o l ut ion . 
( 25 ) Lbsor banc e of (donor ) chrysene solution . 
( 2 6 ) Cor r c c t e d a b s o 1' b a n c e ; or co ll.un.n s ( 2 L~ ) - ( 2 5 ) . 
( 27 ) l{ecj pr oc a l of column ( 22 ) o 
( 2G ) Column s ( 23)/ ( 26 ) x l , OOO o 
(28 ) 
3 . 0 6 
3 . 54 
3 . 64 
3 . 9 6 
~ . 6 1 
5 • .J9 
0' 
Vt 
...... ___ • ._, .... l......._ 
'l'ABL:E. XIX 
RbCIPROCAL N:t;'THOD Dll1'A FOri IODINE HONOCHLOriiDl:!. - BENZAWL'HRACENE SOLUTIONS 
( ~Jf..VELJ::.NG'l'H = 384 rvilLLl NI CRONS ) 




X 104 c1 C1 x 10 
4 A AD A 1/CB CIC l / A ' za 
I I 






( 29 ) ( 30 ) ( 31) ( 32) (33) (J4) 
15 . 8~ 2 . 56 1. 645 1.)80 0 . 065 630 
13 . 66 2 . 56 1. 350 1. 294 0 .060 732 
9 . eo 2 . 56 0 . 982 0 . 930 0 . 052 1020 
6 . 35 2 .56 o . 8J9 0 . 792 0 . 0!.; 7 1199 
S . 46 2 . 56 0 . 653 0 . 612 0 . 0~ 1 1550 
5 . 0~ 2 . 56 0 . 514 0 . 478 0 . 036 1970 
Colu mns 
(29 ) ~ol ar concentr&Lion of benzanthra cene so1 uLion . 
(JO) ~o1ar conc entr ~ Lion of iodine ~on ochlor l de solution . 
(31) ·1·ot a. l a b sorbance of mix ed s o l u tion . 
( 32 ) h bs orl.>ance of d onor ( b e nz&.nthracene ) soltl t ion . 
( JJ) Corrected absorbance ; or c o1ur..u1 (31) - ( .32 ) . 
( 34 ) :tee i p roc a 1 of colwnn ( 29 ) • 
( _3 5 ) Column s (30)/ ( 3J) x 10 , 000 •. 
(JS) 
39 . 4 
42 . 6 
~9 . 2 
54 . 5 




. ....................... .J,. 
TABLl!., XX. 
S 'l'A'l'IS'l'lCn.L Dr.'l'A FOH SYS 'l 'El1S USBD WITH 'l'Hl::; HECIPiiOCAL I1b:'l'HOD 
iJonor Us e d8 
0 
.:X - l.Jat.a Column/ 
Y-Data Colllmn 
Sllm.mation of .{ 
Sllmrnation of Y 
s~~ation of x2 · l o3 
Sll~~ation of XY · l03 
Intercept , B• l04 
Slope , :N •·104 
Mo l ar lbsorptivity of 
Compl ex , aXD 
.E.quilibrium Constant , Kc 
Ph 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
5~2 . 2 
163 . 5 
51. 99 
15.51 
4 o 8~ 
0 . 25~ 
2066 
19 . l 
An 
( 13) 
( ll~ ) 
5957 
22 . 00 
6155 
21.97 
3 . 15 







3t . 4 6 
450 . 9 
10 o47 
L~ . 02 









22 . 70 
17 . 57 







319 .. 1 
9694 
406 . 1 
22o34 
0 . 0208 
~48 
1071 
8, ' . - h ' " ' ~ne aromuL1c donor yarocaruons usea are p11enanLnrene 
(.hn) , py r ene (pJ) , c!1ryser1e (Ch ), and benzanthracene (.bza) . 
(ph) , anthracene 
9 'l'bt'; nurnoe r-s Llsed Lo des it,nated the colllnms h a ve been previously nor,eci in 




LCGArtl 'l' f-U\ll C VJ:..'l'riO]) JJA'l'A FOrt IODI1'h IviONOCHLOrti DE -
Pti.i!.Nr.L~ 'l'rlrlhl b SOLU'l'l ONS 
So l ution CPh Log CPh A ' Lo e; ;., 1 
Number 
( 36 ) (37) (38 ) (39) 
A- 1 15 . 62 1 . 19)-\. 57 1 . 756 
A- 2 1)_~ • 04 1 . 149 53 1 . 724 
A- 3 12 . 50 1 . 097 47 1 . 672 
A- 4 11 . 00 1. 041 40 1. 602 
A-S 9 . 44 Oo975 36 1. 556 
A- 6 7 . 70 o . od6 32 1.505 
Columns 
( 36) Concen"Grl::it ion in mo le s/ li"Ger of ph t::n&~l t. hrene 
solution . 'l'he values of this colwnn have 
been multiplied oy l , OOO o 
(37) Logarithm of column ( 36 ) • 
68 
(38 ) Correct-ed a bs orba...'1ce ; same as co lu:nr. ( s) X 103 . 
(39 ) Logar i t. 'r1.m of column ( 38 ) • 
-: 'I'ABLB XXI I 
LOGARI1'Hl1IC !Vlb 'THOD Dlo.'l'i\. F OH I ODlilih JJ! ONOCELOEIDE -
AN'l'HKACENE S OLU'l'ION'S 
69 
So lut ion 
Number 







( 40 ) (~l) ( 1.~2 ) ( 43) 
156 . ~' 2 . 194 317 2 . 501 
110 . 9 2 . 075 307 2 . 46 7 
100 o8 2 . 003 299 2 . 476 
90 . 5 1.958 296 2 . 471 
87 . 4 1 . 942 293 2 . 467 
8lo2 1. 910 290 2 . 1.!62 
Colum..'1s 
(40 ) Con centration in moles/liter of anthracene 
so l uti on . ~ha v a lues of t~is c olu mn have 
been mu l tiplied by 100 , 000 . 
(41) Lo gar itr~ of col urr~ ( ~0) o 
(42 ) . corrected ab sorbance ; s ame as colurrill (12) x 103 . 
(43) Logar ithm of column (42) . 
'l'Abk. XXIII 
LO v .n.rii 'l'Hi''tl C :-1:. .• ' .10 u 0.-.'l'h F Ort I ODi ;'-JI!. i11:0iWC HLOh IDE-
PYHh~~ SOLU~1o;s 
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'-'Py J.i l Log i-.. 1 
(44) ( 45) ( 46) ( ~ 7) 
C-l 6 . 66 0 . 824 224 2 . 350 
C- 2 ~ . 22 0 . 625 19) 2 . 290 
C- J 3 . 92 0 . 594 190 2 . 276 
3 . 60 Oo556 183 2 . 262 
C-:-5 3 . 30 o . 5lo 175 2 -250 
C- 6 2 . 69 0 o l~JO l ' 3 ~0 2 . 212 
--
Columns 
( 44 ) Concentrat ion in mol6s/liter of pyrene solution . 
The values of t;his column ha.va oee-n mul t i plied 
by 1 , 000 . 
(45) Logarithm of column ( 44 )o 
(46) Cor r ected o.bsorbance ; s ame as col~mn (19) x 103 . 






LOGARI 'l'HMIC !vlli'l'IiOD II A. ·.~.· h. POR IODIN!!. MONOCtiLOIG DI!: -
CHrtYSl!.i 1::. SOLU'1·IONS 
·---------------------
So l u tion Gch Loe; CCh A' Log J.  I 
Number 
( 48 ) ( 49 ) (SO) ( s l) 
D-1 19 .95 l. 300 ~4 1. 643 
D- 2 15 . 05 1.177 3b 1 .560 
.u- 3 13. 95 1 . 1~ s 37 1 . 566 
,&.)...: 4 12 . 15 1.oc5 34 1 .531 
u-5 9 . 00 0 .954 28 1.448 
D- 6 7 . 15 0 .854 25 1. 398 
Columns 
(48) Con centr~~ion i n mo les/li~er of chry sene 
solution . The va lues of thi s column hav e 
been m~l~ipli ed by 10 , 000 . 
(49 ) Lo6ari~hm of c olumn (48 ) . 
71 
(50) Correcte d abs orbance; same as column (26) x 103 . 
(51) Logarithm of column (50 )o 
'l'J, BLb X:f ... V 
LOGAdi'i'i--j•iiC !'1l:::'l'i!OD DA'i'.h. FOrt IO.uli~b 1-'iOi\OCHLOrtiD:E-
BC.:.\L.Ju ·'I' m~r>.Cb~l!. S OLU'l'.i ONS 
72 
So l u tion c_, Log c .cza Bza f... I Log f... I Numbe r 
(52 ) (53 ) ( 54 ) (55) 
E.-1 15 . 84 1 . 200 65 1. 813 
E- 2 1] . 66 1 . 135 60 1 . 778 
b - 3 9 . 60 0. 9t) l 52 l. 716 
I:. - 4 6 . 35 0 . 922 47 1. 672 
.t.- 5 6 . l.j.6 o.dlo ~l 1. 613 
E- 6 5 . 04 0 . 702 ::;6 1.556 
Co lumns 
(52) Concentration in moles/li~er of benza~thracene 
solution . ~he values of this column have 
been multiplied by 10 , 000 . 
(.53 ) Logaritr.m of colwnn (52). 
(54) Cor rected absorbance ; same as colum~ (JJ) x lC 4 . 
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The prime purpo~c of th is investi~btion w~s ~o 
esLab l ish c l early ~he ex i st ence of mole c ular comp lex 
formations of i od ine monochlo~l d e wi~h the poly cyc l ic 
ar omaLic hydrocarbon s , phenanthrene, anchr~ cene , pyrene , 
chrysene , and benzanthr a cene . lL wa vi sibly apparen ~ f rom 
the c ol or chan..;es th&c each of these u~om&t.i c nyci r·ocarco:::-: s 
when mi x e d wi'th -che io:.::ine tao~wchlorid e solt;.tion un C. erv1en ~ a 
cnange o 
~ne color o f iodine mono cnlor id e dissolved in carbon 
tetr achl ori de w&s a br ownish - y ellow . tne u~oma'tic hydr o-
carbon solu'tions each had a color as follows : phenanLhrene--
colorl ess , anLhracene-- fa inL yellow , pyrene--~r6 enish 
yellow , chrysene--yellow , a n a benzanLhracene--v e r y fa ir.L 
yellow . 
~he mixea solu Lions with iodine mc~ochloride and l. r 0 v ~ 
hydrocarbons chan~ed i n color ; ~h&t is , a change from 't he 
iniLial colorless or y~ llow t o a mo re reddish color occ urred . 
~ne s peed of r,his cnun~e vari ed fo r eu c ~ of Lhe a r omaLics 
used . ~nthr&cene c uused the fast est en d most contr~s~i~~ 
col or chanc;e . nere · ..J i t.r1 a Lhr.e pe r1o c l ess t-~&n fif-ceen 
minu'tes , the final color w a ~ & v ery C.is-cincLi ve vio le ~ - r ~d . 
?henanLhr ene hka Lhe slowest; effec't . ~n Lhis case wit h a 
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per i oa of s ever al hours , the color- b6came a. reddish- or ange . 
~he incr easing order of the v i sible effects for &hese five 
donors with the halo~en jodine monochloriae was as follows : 
phenan threne , pyrene , chrysene , benz~nthracene , ana 
anthr a c ene . 
hs a check to es~imate the ma~nitude of errors 
introduced during t he ~ccess&ry proceaures , particul~rly the 
reliability of the au~orption measurements ~aken , the ffio l ar 
absorptiv ities for i odine and icdine ~onochlori ae e~ct we r e 
de~ermined for seve r al solu~ions at various concen~rations . 
~he mo l ar absorptivities ~i ven in Tables 11 a~d I V were 
reproducible wi~h a maximum dev iQtio~ of 2. 5 per c ent . 
'l'he absorption spec trum for iodine snO\·~ eC. a maY.::.:>: .. En 
absor pt ion peak at 515 mill i microns , at whjcn the mol~r 
absorptivities had an av era~e v alue b93 ,! 9 liter/mole-
centimeter . the liter8~ure v&lue as ~iven oy ~e~aine ( 26) 
gave ~he molar absorptivi~y 914 litErs/rnole - cen~ime ter a t 
516 milli~icrons . ~hd maxim~~ relative aifference cf ~he 
expe rimental mo l ar absorpti v ity to tne litera~ure values 
for iodine was 2 . 0 pe r cent . 
For iodine mono ch loriae the ave r ase molar absorp -
tivity at the maximum absorp~ion wavelen~th of ~60 ~illi -
+ 
microns was l~l i - ) li -ce r s/mole - cenr.i:r:eter o ?opov &.nd 
Sch:norr (71) determined this mola r absorp-ci v ity at 1.;.60 
millimicrons to be l~ L~ liter/ rr:ole - ce :J G.i.:neLer . r:ere the 
---------
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estimate d uncer~a inty to ~his molar absorp~ivi~y ~&s a 
maximum of 2 . 8 per cen~ . 
Ano~her poss ible exp~rimen~al sourc e of error tha~ 
~ust be co~siaered was ~he eff ect the temper&~ure may h~ve 
on the absorption measuremen~s taken when t he halogen-
aronw. tic hydrocarbons re:c..cht:o eq ui li ·ori urn . hll me ~s ureme'" :. s 
+ 
were taken a~ ro om tempe r ature 25 - 2° c. oy hea~ing 
slightly ~o a higher ~effiper&Lure at approxim~~ely 35° c, the 
absorbance of the mix tur8 was sl i ~h~ ly lowered ; toweve r th is 
lowering difference did not exceed the errors accomnanyi~g 
mo l a r cbsor?ti vi ties as previously mentioned . lt w& s ~te~ 
considered ~he errors introauced by t he smal l variati ons of 
the temperature wer8 ne 6 ligible . 
An error inherent to ~he ~heoretic~l bppro&c~ wi~~ 
the reci proc a l metho d of de~ermining ~he c onc en~rat ion 
equilibrium const ants was t he determlnatio~ of ~he in~erce?~ , 
B, an d slope , i·1 , as needed in 1quat' on (32) . Statistical 
me thods were used t o ge~ ~he bes t values for the ~a~s 
ob t ajne d for ~he five mo lecula r complexes . ~oo6 a p?r oximate 
concen~ra~ion equilicrium c onstants were detbrmined with 
~tis reciprocal metho d . 
to c&rr y out t~e experiment~l ? rocecure for ~he 
r e ciproc al method , i~ w&s importan~ to loca te the wavelength 
at wh ich eaci1 cac l eculc:Ar com plex &..c!:.or·cs s.-..:. &.. maximum . 'l'his 
maximum absorp1:.ion pe&..k w~s loca1:.ed witt the use of the Dh 
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spectrophotometer . The refbrence cell contbined donor 
hydrocarbon equal to th~t in concentration in the sa~ple 
cell. hence this blank c~ncelled out the &bs orbance c aused 
by the donor itself in the mixed solu tion . For the five 
molecul ar comp lexes , maximum s.bsorption peaks were located 
in the lower range of 375 to 410 millimicrons . These peaks 
of max imum absorbance in this lower wa v e len~th ran ge (lis ted 
in Table XXVI) were attributed to the presence of the iodine 
monochl oride - donor a romacic hydrocarbon mole cular complexes. 
A~ these wavele~b~hs and at constant iodine rnonochlori de 
concentration, the concentration equilioriurn cons~ants were 
determined fo r each of these five mo lecular complexes . 
These concentration equ ilibrium consta~~s , ~C ' are ~iven in 
Tab l e J.:.XVI . 
As was l earned previously the order of increased 
magnitude of these eo..uilibri um constwns for these five 
mo l ecular complexes indicates also the i~creb~ ec order of 
the basicity for tne c . .rom&Lic hydrocar·oocs used . '.~.:Ois order 
as oete r mined here is : phenanthrene , ~yrene , chrysene , 
benzan-chracene , and ar:. -c,l: racene . 
It is also note d that t he orde r of t~e speed of the 
color c hanges earlier mentioned is t na same as Lhe orde r of 
the basicity of the donor hydrocarbons as ~iven above . ~his 
strong ly indicates Ghat t:Oe increased stability of the 
molecul~r co~plexes s.l~ o me~ns a fas~er react i on ~owbrd the 
TABLE XXVI 




Ph An Py Ch 
Equilibrium Constant, Kc 19"1 5,730 447 674 
(Liters/mole) 
Lower Absorption Peak 
(Millimicrons) 
388 390 380 404 
Upper Absorption Peak 
(Millimicrons) 
485 514 500 505 
Continuous Variations 0 .. 48 0.45 0 .. 54 0.54 
n Value 








The aromatic donor hydrocarbons used are phenanthrene (Ph), anthracene 









righ~ s i d e as s iv en by ~~ uat ion 6 t o equi l ibrium between the 
molecula r complexes ana ~heir componen~s . 
Anot~er s i gn i f i c ~n~ ~rend was ~he shif t of ~ he 
maximum absorpti on peaks o bf,e.r ved i n t. he upper 460 - ,5 20 
millimicrons w av e len~th r s.nge . ~hese upper a bs or? tion p e aks 
were not.e d when usin~ c~rbon t.et; r a chloride a s t he r &ferenc e 
cell . ~ hese upper pe aks are lis ~ed in ~able X~V L . Th e 
order of incr e ~ s in~ waveleng~h of these hi ghe r a bs or pt i on 
p eaks is : phenanthr ene , pyrene , ch rys&ne , b&nz ant.hracene , 
and an t hr&.cene . ·J.' h i.s orae r i s 1.-ne s&:-ne as t.h e orde r· of 
increas i n g basic i t.y of thes e ar oma~ic donors . 
peak wa s cons i de r e d t c be one of t h e ~hree : ( a ) a s e c on d 
mol ecu l ar comp lex , ( b ) f r e e ioa ine whi ch i s f ormec , anti ( c ) 
i odine mono chloride i~se lf i n wh i ch i ts absorpt;i on rnaxi~u~ 
i n ca r bon te t ra c h l ori ce was ch an ced by ~h e ? re senc e of t~e 
stron g aroma~ ic donor . ~ach of t hese possibili t; ~e s wa s 
exami ned to cet.ermine whi ch Ha s t he 'ccs t. 6X pl &r,c=:. t-.i.on . 
by molec~l ar complex f or·:i1&t :i.on . 1-.·c t h e uppe:· pe R-k f or e &c{;. 
c omp l ex, lineeri ~y of se ver~ l pointu was not atta i ~ec . .L :-_ :. s 
mean t. t. he pr e s ence o f t D6 h~ ~n0r neak c o~ l rt not be at~ri -
but. ed ~ c mo le c~lar c o~~ l ex fo rm~~ i on . . n ~ s fj n~in ; &~ Lh e 
upper w&ve l en; t h ra~~e w&s i~ co~ ~r~s l t o c. h~ t foun d a L Lhe 
------ --- ---
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lo\.J er r ange . .t\ t this lovJe r r ant:, a tne reci procal :118 thod did 
give e vidence for the existence of each of t he five ~olecu­
lar complexes . 
f he second p ossible contention to explain t~e upper 
peaks was that frE; e i odine was being fo r me d from the iodine 
monochloride in the p r esence of the aromatic hyar ocarbon . 
~his possibility was co~sider ed be cause in the c ase of 
anthr~cene complex s~stem the final violet - red color of ti1is 
so l ution was nearly the s&ma as th& t g iven wbe~ iodine is 
dissolved in c a r bon te tr~::.chloriae . In f'~ c t 1:he :neo:. x :;..rr:u.r;! 
absorption pe&h: fo.c this iodinE: mor1ochlor:;. oe solut.ion 
occurred at 514 milli~~crons ~ ~j c h js very close to t~&~ for 
iodine i n ca rbon tet.r•£,coloric.e t.t )16 :nilli1r!icrons . ·..._·:;e 
closeness of these color::: eo:.na a·osor ption peaks ::.u.c,:::;es t. ec 
that iodi~e was for~ed . nssuminb this contention was 
cor rect and using the l\~o'I-J:-1 rnoleo:.r absorp t i vity for iocii::1e in 
carbon tetrachlorice as w~s p r ev iously cieterminE:d (see 
~abl e II) at the wavelen6 t h of 516 millireicrons , t he 
possible iodine concentration was calculated apprcxl~ately . 
The presence of one ~r~m molecular wei f h C o~ jo~:ne was 
considered to come fro~ two mo l es of ~ odine ~c~ochlori~e 
orig ineo:.lly pli...ced in the mixea ~olution . l:.:t ~ t,(H~ cc:~ce .:;. ­
tr&tion of iodine a 9~roxjma~ely kno~n , Lhe iocine 
monochlo~ide conc&n t r &tion nee cec in~~~~lly Lo )rouuce t tis 
iodine could also· e e~::ir~l&.ved • .Severc.l :r.easurements ana 
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c a lcula tions were rr.c.ae h'itL Lhe &::..sumption that :odine vl&S 
presen~ . .howeve r in m&ny c ase~ "Lne calcula-ced ioaine 
monoch loride concentr~tjon had a much l arger va lue than the 
uctual known ioaine monochlorLde concentrb.~ion . 'lh:is 
contradiction me ant ~~at the b~si c as s umption of ~he 
presence -of iod ine wc..s G.n err·oneous one ; 
~he best a nd mos~ pl~usiole exp l anation for this 
upper peak was "LO a~trib~~e ~his t o ~he lodi~e rncncchlor itie 
presen~ in ~he solution . { s pravjous l y men"LlOnda io di ne 
mono ch loriae d issolve d i n carbon t e tra ch l ori de has i~s oea~ 
a·osorb ance at 460 millirr:icrons . SL1ce Lh~ s halo,:Sen was i~ 
eq_uili brium with -che !'no l e c ul a r ccrr.:.: -.! :.v. f orme C. in t:ne mi xed 
s olution , t nen a oeak atLritut ed to t he iodine ~o~ochlor ide 
should be presen"L in ~his solu tion . Ho~ever for b:l ~ive 
molecular c orr:p l e xes a pe&.k a~ 460 !!'!illimicrons ;,;&.~ no~ 
observed ; instead &n ab& orption peak was lo cated &"L a ~i~ter 
wa veleneth range be"Lween 485 Lo 514 mill im~ crons range ror 
these five s y ste~s . ~his upper pe~k must then be a ssi s~ed 
to iodine mono ch loride whi ch has shif~e d its a bs orption peak 
from 460 millimic r ons i~ carbon t et r bc h l oride to a lon6e r 
wavelen6th . ~ he starl ike increase o f Lhls up~er pe&k 
s troni lY s ugsbs t s ~i"u .. t t-ee c hunl..e of ~his upper pesl-: : s 
rela t ed to the busic ~~ren~ th of the ~rore&tic aonor . 
~·/hen us i nc_; t.ne t\·'O ~e"L:·wcs -vo ce~err·::'..:e L.he c o~~,_:Josi ­
tion for e a ch cf tiw five p·.ole cular c01r:p l ex es , f urthe::.' 
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evidence was obtained that co~plexin~ occu r red f or each of 
t he fi ve systems . ~he contln~ou s variaLi ons me~hod a~ a 
selected wave length for euch of the fi ve comp l ex es g&ve an n 
va l u e i n ~quat i on ( 8) whi ch best fiLted t he rational number 
l/2 . The s e n values carri6u ou~ to ~he nearest hundr edths 
are li s ~ e d i n 'l ab l e L\.Vl. . the losb.ri ch.mic me ~nod f or Lhe 
de t er mi n E.t tion of ~he composition for th6se mol6 cular 
complexe s i n di c a Led by c,ne slope of c,he l ines as shown 
ca r rie d to tne near esr, nunnredths ar e lisLea ~lso in ~able 
XXVI . For phenan~hrene , pyrene , chr ysene , ana benzanthra-
cene , a 2 : 1 halo~en- &romar,i c do~or r aLio in Lhe rnole c~lar 
c om?lex wa s de r, ermin~d fo r eacn of ~he~e c0mplex0s. 1~e 
slope aer,ermined for Lhe ~od~ne monocnlor ide - anc~racere 
sys r, em was e v aluaLed Lobe 0 . 17 ; ~his i ndicates b 6 : 1 
halo~en- arom~tic molec~l&r co~plex . 
c o:-rrposir,ion for c,oE; anc,nr·a cene corr.plex t'.s cet~.- rrr.ined :)y 1-r.e 
lo~ariLhmic ~ethod is consi c ered do~~tfu l by -;:,~is inves~~ -
g&c, or . ·lhis r&..tio is co::-:si. ·e r ed unusually hit)! in vie:-1 c.:"' 
c,he d&..L3 obt.&inea by t~:e co~1L i:1uous vari&c.i..ons :-~. et.r.od for 
Lhe f ive molecul&r coM; lexe s . 
Wi t h Lhe excepc,ion mentio~ed above for ~te anth~ace~e 
t;:O.e composition for' E.c...cn of ~Le five co:-nplex0s s!lO \tJS a 2 : l 
halo~en- ~rom&Lic ~yorocnrcon ~ole r~t~o. 
one donor molecule :s .!.:1teractin0 wit.h two !~.olecules of t i:-1e 
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ioaine monochloriae to fo rlil che molecld ar c or.rtp l ex . 'r he 2 : l 
mole ratio could be accounted fo r by having one mole cule of 
che ha l ogen on e&ch slue nar ~llel to ~he a romatic hydro -
carbon plane . Sin ce ~he pi oroi~als of ~he aromatic 
hydrocarbons lie abo ve anri below ~he ring pl&ne , ~he ~est 
orien ~at ion is with 1~i.1o <:<xis of the fH• lot::,cn }:HH·~l lcl "L o ti:.e: 
p lane of the arom~~ic ri ~~ wiLh the center of t he ~aloGen on 
the six- fol ci sy mmetry axis of the r .i.n~ . rhi s orienLb~ion 
\<Jas sup porced oy htl l lii<en (59) who usea ~he 1 : 1 iodine -
benzene complex . 
t he infrared spectra confir~ea that a halo6 enation 
re a ction had not occurred \vhe :1 t he c:.ronu.~. -c i c nycirocarbons 
were mi xea wi th ~he ioaine monc chloriaa . ?or each ci onor 
hycirocarbon anci for ~t~ corres pondin 0 halo~en- aonor resid ue , 
the infrared spectra we re com?ared . ~o ns~ absor?tio~ pe~ks 
were observed . .::1enc e t~e color ct1ange s rr.ent ione d earlier 
for the mixed solut i ons co uld not oe attr~butec to any 
typical organic react:o~ sue~ as halo~en~tlon . ~he color 
change can best be ex ~)lai nea. as beine; a c. r,ri ~uteu to t::-:e 
presence of a molecu.l&r· complex in t he solut ion . 
c tih ? 1' .C.rt v Il 
'l'he exi s t- ence of wo l ecular complexes bet-ween iodine 
monoch lori de with each of t.he f ive polycyc li c a r omat i c 
hy drocarbons , phena::1threne , anthr ace ne , pyrene , chr ysene , 
and benzan t h r acene , has been subs-cant. i&ted . Confirmation 
was obtain ed usinG spectropho-cometr i c e v idence par t-icularly 
wit.h the e st.abl i shed reciprocal met~od . ~ith this 
r ec i pr ocal method the concentration equi l ibrium const.ants 
we r e det e rmined fo r these five mo l e cular c omplexes at 
s elec ted wav eleng ths . 
the i ncreasing order of t.he equil~br : ~x constants , 
Kc , for these fi ve com plex es i s the s&~ e as the order of 
basi c ity f or t.he aroma~ic h~orocarbons . ~his increasing 
orde r i s as fo llows : phenan~hrene , pyrene , chrysene , 
benzan t hracene , and ant.hracene . 
~he co~t.inJous variaLions methca showed a co~pos~Lion 
of two moles of iodine ~onochlorice interactin0 wit~ one 
mole o f aromati c oonor i n solution t o form t.he molec~l&r 
c omplex in each of t~e five systems sLuc i ec . ~he l03br ~ t.h­
mic me-chod also snoHea c. 2 : 1 halo~en- s.rorr.ati c do~10r 
mo l e c ular c ompl ex wiLh p~enanthrene , pyrene , chrysene , and 
benzanthracene as the uonor ; however with t tis ~8Lhod here 
ant hr acene showed a 6 : 1 haloben- donor ~ole ratio . 
lll 
The infra r ed spectr~ confirme~ t he ch~nGed color 
observed for a ll fiv e iodine monochloride- arom~tic donor 
mixea so l utions could not b0 contributea t o ~ny ty ~ ic al 
organi c reactions such us halobenation . ~his color chan~e 
gave addit ional e v idence for the mole cular c omplex f orma t ion 
in the mixed solution . 
mhe orde r of t he lncreasin~ v elocity of the color 
change s a n d the increasing waveleng t hs of the abso r ?tion 
peaks in the 460 to 520 millimicrons range for the nixed 
iod ine monoch lori de - aromati c donor solutions werb fauna to 
be of the srune order as the increasing basicity for thes e 
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